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 Plot . Cast Ashutosh Rana as Raj Govind Namdeo as Ravi Vijay Raaz as Judge Rana Nagesh Bhonsle as Raj's father Prashant Chawla as Judge Rana's assistant Soundtrack Music by Anand-Milind and lyrics by Sameer. References External links Category:2014 films Category:2010s Hindi-language films Category:Indian films Category:Indian comedy films Category:Indian legal films Category:Films
featuring an item numberHow to keep your nose clean on Airplanes Air travel isn't for everyone. You've probably read horror stories about air travel's less than ideal conditions, like cramped seats and unbearable overhead noise. But you've also probably heard that if you just do a few things, you can really enjoy your flight. Ladies, we're here to help. If you really want to appreciate your next airplane

ride, follow these tips to keep your nose clean. Read up on the pre-flight requirements Not only will you need to follow the airline's specific rules about travel attire, you'll want to make sure you know the dos and don'ts of pre-flight preparation. Some rules to consider: Drinking. It's illegal for you to drink alcohol on a plane. If the flight attendants are serving you, you can drink soda and other
beverages, but no hard alcohol. Coffee, tea, and other beverages. You're allowed to bring in any kind of non-alcoholic beverage (hot or cold) on the plane as long as it doesn't exceed two gallons. Snacks. You can bring onboard whatever you like, but you can't put it on your tray table. You're also not allowed to have food that can be opened on the tray table, like cold sandwiches, cold drinks, and other
food that might be eaten on the flight. Softer drinks. Hard liquor isn't allowed, but you can bring beer and wine on board as long as the airline allows. Liquor has to be stored in checked baggage. Packing. Make sure you've packed only carry-on luggage. You can't use the overhead bin or check your bag for any of your personal belongings. Distractions. Don't bring any gadgets with you. Do not text,

email, or use your smartphone for 82157476af
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